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Climate Adaptation Plan for Exeter 
(2015) 

Summary: Keywords: 
The CAPE project modeled potential future flooding impacts for various 
storm events (10-, 25-, and 100-year), with and without storm surge 
along our freshwater and saltwater rivers. Modeled flood events also 
show resulting impacts on road flooding, storm drain network      
performance, economic impact on infrastructure and loss of wetland 
and salt marsh habitat.  

Key Points: 

 Maps indicate fresh and saltwater flooding extent and depth under various scenarios, including with Great Dam present and
removed (beginning on Appendix p. 51).

 Critical roadways become flooded today during larger storm events and the number of roads flooded and depth of flooding
will increase (Appendix p. 61).

 Storm drain networks become overwhelmed when outfall is overtopped, causing deeper and longer duration flooding. This
will occur in more locations in town and last longer than it does today.

 Tan Lane sewershed, the largest in town (drains downtown) and Linden street will see the greatest impact from climate
change as many stormwater structures are at or close to capacity for current day storm events (Appendix p. 91).

 Tidal marshes will be unable to migrate landward due to barriers along Swasey Parkway, Route 85 north of the Parkway,
along the Wastewater Treatment Plan and the berm surrounding Clemson Pond. Marsh loss will negatively affect fish and
wetland-dependent birds, and leave banks more susceptible to erosion.

 The project also included an outreach event that demonstrated predicted water levels for flood scenarios at Swasey Parkway.

How to Use CAPE: 
 Flood maps can identify vulnerable structures and inform

critical infrastructure siting or land conservation
opportunities

 Outreach examples could be repeated to broaden public
awareness

 Road flooding can aid in emergency planning
 Road and stormwater infrastructure vulnerability

information can help prioritize CIP projects
 All models can inform new construction planning

* NOTE: The document remains in draft form because modeling
scenarios required more budget and time than allotted. Though
recommendations were never finalized, the information and
data still remains useful for planning purposes.

Link to Exeter Climate Resources Page with CAPE Report and Appendices 
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https://www.exeternh.gov/bcc-cc/climate-related-documents
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